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1. SUMMARY

• Image errors result from primary beam errors.

• 1 - 5% deviations from canonical beam patterns reduce image fidelity from 8000 to 50 for a

source which fills the primary beam FWHM.

• Image fidelity greatly improved using measured voltage patterns in the deconvolution.

• PB is complex valued if the voltage patterns are not identical.

=> complex valued image of a real total intensity source.

i.e. image shows polarized flux which varies across primary beam,.

• polarization distribution is confused by flux scattered from the total intensity by primary

beam errors.

• Polarization images corrected by subtracting a model of the source weighted by the complex

valued primary beam patterns from the uv data.
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2. MOSAICING

• Sources larger than primary beam require mosaic of multiple pointing.

— ALMA 12m FWHM = 16′′ at 345 GHz

• Image fidelity limited by pointing and primary beam errors

— homogeneous array of antennas well studied.

(Cornwell, Holdaway & Uson, 1993; Holdaway, 1998).

• Mosaic observations with CARMA.

— uv data errors from measured primary beams.

• These results are relevant to all aperture synthesis arrays

— millimeter/submillimeter telescopes like ALMA,

— cm/m wavelength telescopes like ATA and SKA.
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3. MOSAIC OBSERVATIONS AT CARMA

• CARMA telescope is heterogeneous array, with six 10.4 m, and nine 6.1 m antennas.

— Imaging with a heterogeneous array must be treated as a mosaic observation even

when only a single pointing center is used for all antennas. (Carma memo 38).

– 32′′ diameter can be observed with a single pointing center at 230 GHz.

– 64′′ diameter can be observed with a 7-pointing hexagonal mosaic.

• Mosaic imaging using the three primary beam types in Table 1.

— usual assumption: primary beam pattern is invariant, and same for all antennas.

— image primary beam weighted sky brightness from FFT of uv data.

• Primary beam errors cause uv data errors which degrade the image fidelity.

— brightness distribution is weighted by Vi × V ∗j voltage patterns.

— effects of calibration errors in uv data well understood.

— effects of primary beam errors not well appeciated.
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Table 1: CARMA Primary Beam FWHM, Gain and Thermal Noise at 100 GHz

Antennas Equivalent diameter FWHM Gain Thermal noise

m x m m arcsec Jy/K mJy

10.4 x 10.4 10.4 64 43 0.76

10.4 x 6.1 8.0 83 73 0.69

6.1 x 6.1 6.1 115 126 1.4
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4. MOSAICING SIMULATIONS

• Method is a simple extrapolation of existing software.

— Cas A image scaled to different diameters.

• uv data generated from the model image.

+ thermal noise + calibration errors.

• Mosaic imaging using Gaussian PB.

• Deconvolve using Gaussian PB −− > Model image

• Subtract Model image weighted by the measured PB from uv data.

— PB can be time variable, not symmetric and different for each antenna.

• Re-image residual uv data.

— using canonical, time invariant PB patterns.

• Update model image

• Iterate until the residual uv data are consistent with noise.
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5. RESULTS

• Higher image fidelity by deconvolving in uv domain.

— for 64′′ source, image fidelity approaches theoretical noise.

— for 128′′ source, poorer uv sampling gives lower fidelity.

• 10m antennas 1 and 5 have large deviations from the Gaussian model

— large uv errors and lower image fidelity.

• 10m antennas 2 and 3 have smaller deviations from Gaussian model

— smaller uv errors.

• 6m antennas have smaller deviations from Gaussian model and give higher image fidelity.

(Cas A has a fractal-like structure with a wide range of spatial frequencies over the whole

image, which minimizes the effects of the spatial frequencies sampled by each antenna pair.)

• Compare deconvolved images using Gaussian and measured PB.

• Compare uv data using Gaussian and measured PB.
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Table 2: Mosaicing simulations for Cas A at 100 GHz. Using single pointing mosaic with 1% gain

noise. The table gives the source diameter and the image fidelity for each deconvolution method.

MEM deconvolution with total flux constraint, 732.069 Jy

Method diam[′′] Fidelity

MEM deconvolution using Gaussian PB 128 18

MEM deconvolution using Gaussian PB 64 82

MEM deconvolution using Gaussian PB 32 246

subtract Gaussian PB from uv data 128 8062

subtract Gaussian PB from uv data 64 44775

measured PB for ant 1 and 5 128 249

measured PB for ant 2 and 3 128 1294

measured PB for ant 1 and 8 128 3198

measured real PB for all antennas. 128 53

measured complex PB for all antennas. 128 41

measured complex PB for all antennas. 64 31

measured complex PB for all antennas. 32 38

measured complex PB for all antennas. 16 73
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6. PROOF OF CONCEPT

• CARMA observations of the star forming region NGC7538.

— mosaic observations of multiple molecular outflows with 28 pointings.

• Continuum emission from IRS1 limits the image fidelity of the images.

— IRS1 has a flux density 1.4 Jy at 115 GHz.

— theoretical RMS noise in the mosaic image ∼ 3 mJy.

— required image fidelity ∼ 500 is not achievable.

• We deconvolved the beam patterns from the uv data by subtracting a model of IRS1 multiplied

by the beam patterns for each antenna pair and each pointing center.

— for NGC7538, use measured beam patterns only for pointings which are close to IRS1,

and only for antennas significantly deviant from Gaussian PB models.

— for other pointings and antennas we used Gaussian PB truncated at 5%.

• After subtracting IRS1 the uv data was re-imaged. The dynamic range on the resulting

mosaic image allows us to map the extended outflows.
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7. POLARIZATION

• primary beam is product of the voltage patterns for each antenna pair

— complex valued if the voltage patterns are not identical.

=> complex valued image of a real total intensity sky distribution

— image shows polarized flux which varies across the primary beam

=> real polarization is confused by flux scattered from total intensity by primary beam

errors.

• Polarization images can be corrected for measured PB.

— subtract model of total intensity image weighted by measured PB.

— polarization image limited by fidelity of total intensity model and measured PB pat-

terns.

• Instrumental polarization response across the PB significantly improved by reducing the imag-

inary part of PB response which arises from asymmetries in aperture illumination.

— for strongly polarized sources a a more rigorous treatment of calibration in terms of

2x2 Jones and coherency matrices can be used to avoid polarization distortion of the Stokes

parameters. (Hamaker, 2000, Understanding radio polarimetry. A&A Sup, 143, 515)
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8. CONCLUSIONS

• (1) Image errors result from primary beam errors.

• (2) 1 - 5% deviations from canonical beam patterns reduce image fidelity from 8000 to 50 for

a source which fills the primary beam FWHM.

• (3) Image fidelity greatly improved by using measured voltage patterns in the deconvolution.

• (4) PB is complex valued if the voltage patterns are not identical.

=> complex valued image of a real total intensity source.

i.e. image shows polarized flux which varies across primary beam,.

• (5) polarization distribution is confused by flux scattered from the total intensity by primary

beam errors.

• (6) Polarization images can be corrected by subtracting a model of the source weighted by

the complex valued primary beam patterns from the uv data.
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9. COROLLARY - I

• (7) These results are relevant to all aperture synthesis arrays

— millimeter/submillimeter arrays like ALMA.

— cm/m wavelength arrays like SKA.

— especially relevant when PB is highly varying.

• (8) Full polarization measurement needed for total intensity.

• (9) Image fidelity may be limited by measured PB patterns.

• (10) At λ mm, PB voltage patterns may be best measured on strong astronomical sources,

or with a transmitter to obtain sufficient signal to noise.

— if PB characterized as a function of elevation, temperature etc, then these data can

be used to correct the uv data, as we have done for CARMA.

• (11) At λ cm/m, the sky brightness distribution itself may provide the best voltage patterns

measurements.

— the problem is a self-calibration determining a sky brightness distribution and primary

beam patterns which are consistent with the uv data. (e.g. LOFAR calibration and imaging,

Nijboer, R. J., Noordam, J. E., 2005, 2006; SKA memo 60, Wright, 2005)
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10. COROLLARY - II

• (12) Many CARMA 10m antennas have real part of PB similar to the canonical Gaussian

model, but the imaginary part shows an asymmetric gradient caused by an offset illumination

of the aperture.

— instrumental polarization response across PB can be significantly improved by reducing

asymmetries in the aperture illumination.

• (13) PB errors are present in all aperture synthesis arrays and limit the image fidelity.

— All arrays are heterogeneous (at some level).

— alignments of the antenna surface, subreflectors, and receiver feeds, feed leg blockage

and reflections on the antenna structure all contribute to offsets and asymetries in the aperture

illumination.

— the magnitude and stability of these alignments will determine how well we can correct

the data for PB errors.

• (14) Pointing errors cause a time varying illumination of the sky brightness distribution.

— using precise antennas with stable PB patterns at lower frequencies, needs fewer pa-

rameters for high fidelity imaging.
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Fig. 1.— Central pointing in 19-pointing mosaic of Cas A scaled to 40′′ diameter
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Fig. 2.— pointing-1 in 19-pointing mosaic of Cas A scaled to 40′′ diameter
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Fig. 3.— pointing-17 in 19-pointing mosaic of Cas A scaled to 40′′ diameter
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Fig. 4.— VLA Image model of Cas A scaled to 128′′ diameter
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Fig. 5.— Mosaic Image of Cas A model scaled to 128′′ diameter observed with the CARMA 15-

antenna D configuration using a single pointing center at an observing frequency 100 GHz. The grey

scale pixel image shows the maximum entropy deconvolution using the three standard truncated

Gaussian primary beam models for 10m-10m 10m-6m and 6m-6m antenna pairs. The contours

show the residual image when the measured voltage patterns for just one antenna pair, antennas

1 and 8, is used instead of the truncated Gaussian model. Contour intervals: -.004, -.003, -.002,

-.001, .001, .002, .003, .004 Jy.
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Fig. 6.— Primary beam pattern for cross correlation between two 10m antennas 2 and 6. The red

contours are the real part of the primary beam response. The blue contours are the imaginary part

of the primary beam response. contour levels=-.2,-.15,-.1,-.05,.05,.10,.15,.2,.3,.4,.5,.6,.7,.8,.9
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Fig. 7.— Amplitude of uv data from the central pointing with antennas 2 and 6. Black points are

the simulated uv data. The red curve is the model visibility for the Gaussian model primary beam

pattern used to generate the uv data. The blue curve is the model visibility using the real part of

the measured primary beam response. The green curve is the model visibility using the real and

imaginary parts of the measured primary beam response.
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Fig. 8.— Phase of uv data from the central pointing with antennas 2 and 6. Black points are the

simulated uv data. The red curve is the model visibility for the Gaussian model primary beam

pattern used to generate the uv data. The blue curve is the model visibility using the real part of

the measured primary beam response. The green curve is the model visibility using the real and

imaginary parts of the measured primary beam response.
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Fig. 9.— Primary beam pattern for cross correlation between two 6m antennas 7 and 9. The red

contours are the real part of the primary beam response. The blue contours are the imaginary part

of the primary beam response. contour levels=-.2,-.15,-.1,-.05,.05,.10,.15,.2,.3,.4,.5,.6,.7,.8,.9
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Fig. 10.— Amplitude of uv data from the central pointing with antennas 7 and 9. Black points are

the simulated uv data. The red curve is the model visibility for the Gaussian model primary beam

pattern used to generate the uv data. The blue curve is the model visibility using the real part of

the measured primary beam response. The green curve is the model visibility using the real and

imaginary parts of the measured primary beam response.
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Fig. 11.— Phase of uv data from the central pointing with antennas 7 and 9. Black points are

the simulated uv data. The red curve is the model visibility for the Gaussian model primary beam

pattern used to generate the uv data. The blue curve is the model visibility using the real part of

the measured primary beam response. The green curve is the model visibility using the real and

imaginary parts of the measured primary beam response.
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Fig. 12.— Primary beam pattern for cross correlation between 10m and 6m antennas 6 and 11. The

red contours are the real part of the primary beam response. The blue contours are the imaginary

part of the primary beam response. contour levels=-.2,-.15,-.1,-.05,.05,.10,.15,.2,.3,.4,.5,.6,.7,.8,.9
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Fig. 13.— Amplitude of uv data from the central pointing with antennas 6 and 11. Black points

are the simulated uv data. The red curve is the model visibility for the Gaussian model primary

beam pattern used to generate the uv data. The blue curve is the model visibility using the real

part of the measured primary beam response. The green curve is the model visibility using the real

and imaginary parts of the measured primary beam response.
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Fig. 14.— Phase of uv data from the central pointing with antennas 6 and 11. Black points are

the simulated uv data. The red curve is the model visibility for the Gaussian model primary beam

pattern used to generate the uv data. The blue curve is the model visibility using the real part of

the measured primary beam response. The green curve is the model visibility using the real and

imaginary parts of the measured primary beam response.
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Fig. 15.— Primary beam pattern for cross correlation between 10m and 6m antennas 2 and 11. The

red contours are the real part of the primary beam response. The blue contours are the imaginary

part of the primary beam response. contour levels=-.2,-.15,-.1,-.05,.05,.10,.15,.2,.3,.4,.5,.6,.7,.8,.9
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Fig. 16.— Amplitude of uv data from the central pointing with antennas 2 and 11. Black points

are the simulated uv data. The red curve is the model visibility for the Gaussian model primary

beam pattern used to generate the uv data. The blue curve is the model visibility using the real

part of the measured primary beam response. The green curve is the model visibility using the real

and imaginary parts of the measured primary beam response.
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Fig. 17.— Phase of uv data from the central pointing with antennas 2 and 11. Black points are

the simulated uv data. The red curve is the model visibility for the Gaussian model primary beam

pattern used to generate the uv data. The blue curve is the model visibility using the real part of

the measured primary beam response. The green curve is the model visibility using the real and

imaginary parts of the measured primary beam response.
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Fig. 18.— Instrumental polarization response across the primary beam. Mosaic Image of Cas

A model scaled to 128′′ diameter observed with the CARMA 15-antenna D configuration using

a single pointing center at an observing frequency 100 GHz. The grey scale pixel image shows

the maximum entropy deconvolution using the three standard truncated Gaussian primary beam

models for 10m-10m 10m-6m and 6m-6m antenna pairs. The contours show the imaginary part

of the image when the measured voltage patterns for all antenna pairs are used instead of the

truncated Gaussian model. The uv data were sampled from -2 to +2 hours with the primary beam

rotated to the correct paralactic angle at 0.5 hour intervals. Contour intervals at 5, 10 and 20% of

the peak in the total intensity image.
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Fig. 19.— Instrumental polarization response across the primary beam is significantly improved

by reducing the imaginary part of the primary beam response which arises from asymmetries in

the aperture illumination. In this figure, the voltage pattern for antenna 1 is corrected to the

errors measured in antenna 3. Mosaic Image of Cas A model scaled to 128′′ diameter observed with

the CARMA 15-antenna D configuration using a single pointing center at an observing frequency

100 GHz. The grey scale pixel image shows the maximum entropy deconvolution using the three

standard truncated Gaussian primary beam models for 10m-10m 10m-6m and 6m-6m antenna

pairs. The contours show the imaginary part of the image when the measured voltage patterns for

all antenna pairs are used instead of the truncated Gaussian model. The uv data were sampled

from -2 to +2 hours with the primary beam rotated to the correct paralactic angle at 0.5 hour

intervals. Contour intervals at 5, 10 and 20% of the peak in the total intensity image.


